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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we deal with the following problem: Given a real reflexive Banach space E, its 
topological conjugate space E*, and a multifunction T from a nonempty closed convex subset K 
of E into E*, find (5, ] )  E K x E* such that 
]eT(~)  and (], ~ - y} _< 0, for a l l yeg ,  
where (f, x) denotes the value of f E E* at x E E. 
As known, such a problem is referred to as the generalized variational inequality problem 
associated with T and K (briefly, GVI(T, K)). It has been extensively studied both in finite and 
infinite dimensional spaces. See, e.g., [1-7]. 
As a consequence of Theorem 6 of [2], the following existence result for the GVI(T, K)  is stated 
in [8]. 
THEOREM 1.1. (See [8, Proposition 15]). Let K be a nonempty, compact, convex subset of 
the reflexive real Banach space E and T a multifunction from K into E* such that, for each 
x E K, T(x) is a nonempty, bounded, closed, and convex subset of E*. Suppose that T is upper 
semicontinuous from K into E*, with E* being given its weak topology. Then there exists a 
solution to the GVI(T, K). 
The interesting Example in [9, p. 360] shows that the compactness assumption on the set 
K in Theorem 1.1 cannot be weakened to weak compactness. Recently, Shih and Tan obtained 
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a nice result [10, Theorem 11] which allows us to extend Theorem 1.1 to a weakly compact 
set K, by imposing stronger conditions on the multifunction T. More specifically, T is supposed 
to satisfy assumptions similar to the ones of Theorem 1.1, with respect o a stronger topology 
on E*. The main purpose of this paper is to extend Theorem 1.1 in a quite different direction. 
More precisely, keeping the weak topology on the space E*, we want to extend Theorem 1.1 
to the case of a weakly compact and convex set K, making some additional requirements on 
the multifunction T which are trivially satisfied if K is compact. Among other things, we shall 
require that T satisfy condition (S)~_ for multivalued maps defined in Section 2, which extends 
Isac and Gowda's condition (S)I+ for single-valued functions [11]. 
We shall do this in Section 3, while in Section 2 some definitions and preliminaries will be 
given. In Section 4, we shall use our main result to obtain some existence theorems for the 
GVI(T, K) over unbounded sets. Finally, in Sections 5 and 6, we give some applications of 
the existence results obtained in previous ections to certain nonlinear inequalities and to the 
generalized complementary problem, respectively. 
2. NOTAT ION AND PREL IMINARIES  
Let S, V be topological spaces, ¢ a multifunction from S into V. We say that (I) is upper 
semicontinuous if, for each open set ~ c_ V, the set {s E S : (I)(s) C ~} is open in S. The graph 
of (I) is the set {(s, v) E S × V : v E (I)(s)}. We recall that if the graph of • is closed, then 
each (I)(s) is closed; if the graph of (I) is closed and V is compact, then (I) is upper semicontinuous; 
if (I) is upper semicontinuous and compact valued, then (I)(A) = UseA (I)(s) is compact for each 
compact set A C_ S. 
Let E be a real Banach space. We denote its norm with ]]. liE. For r > 0, we put Br ={x E E : 
IixlIE ~_ r}. If A c E, we denote by .~w the weak closure of A. If D C A, we denote by intA(D) 
and OA(D) the interior and the boundary of D in A, respectively, in the norm topology. We say 
that A is a cone if Ax E A for all x E A and A >_ 0. If K is a closed, convex subset of E and h is 
a single-valued, real function on K, we say that h is lower semicontinuous if for each r E R the 
set {x E K :  h(x) <_ r} is closed. 
We recall the following definition. 
DEFINITION 2.1. [11]. Let ~ be a (single-valued) function from a nonempty, closed, convex 
subset K of a real Banach space E into E*. The function ~ is said to satisfy condition (S)1+ if 
for any sequence {xn } in K weakly convergent to x, such that {~(xn)} weakly-star converges to 
some f E E* and limsupn_~oo(~(Xn),Xn ) <_ (f ,x),  we have that {xn} has a subsequence norm 
convergent to x. 
The notion of (single-valued) operators of class (S)~_, introduced by Isac and Gowda [11], 
generalizes the notion of operators of class (S)+ introduced and studied by Browder [1]. We 
recall that an operator ~ : E ~ E* is said to satisfy condition (S)+ if for any sequence {xn} in E 
weakly convergent to x, such that limsupn_~oo(~(xn), xn -x )  _< 0, we have the norm convergence 
of (xn} to z. 
In Proposition 5 of [11], Isac and Growda have shown that if an operator ~ : E ~ E* satisfies 
condition (S)+, then it satisfies condition (S)~_. Then the clasS of operators atisfying (S)~_ 
is sufficiently large. The following definition extends in a very natural way Definition 2.1 to 
multivalued mappings. 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let T be a multifunction from a nonempty, closed, convex subset K of a 
real Banach space E into E*. The multifunction T is said to satisfy condition (S)I+ if for any 
sequence {(xn, fn) } in the graph ofT,  such that {xn} is weakly convergent to x, { fn} is weakly- 
star convergent to some f E E* and limsup~_.oo(fn,xn) _< ( f ,x),  we have that {xn} has a 
subsequence norm convergent to x. 
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That is, the multifunction T satisfies condition (S)~_ if and only if each selection of T satisfies 
condition (S)~_ in the sense of Definition 2.1. Thus, since each strongly a-monotone (single- 
valued) function from E into E* satisfies condition (S)+ (see [11, Proposition 4]), it is easy to 
see, for instance, that a strongly a-monotone multifunction T from E into E* has the (S)~ 
property. We recall that T is said to be strongly a-monotone if there exists a continuous strictly 
increasing function a : [0, +ec[--~ [0, +co[, such that a(0) = 0 and 
( f - -g ,x - -y )>_a( [ [x - -y i iE )  foral lx,  yEE ,  IET(x ) ,  gET(y ) .  
In the sequel, the space E* will be always considered with its weak topology. 
3. THE MAIN  RESULT  
The main result of the paper is the following. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let K be a nonempty, convex, and weakly compact subset of the real reflexive 
Banach space E. Let T be an upper semicontinuous multifunction from K into E* such that: 
(i) for each x E K, T(x) is a nonempty, closed, and convex subset orE*; 
(ii) T satisfies condition (S)1+ and T(K)  is bounded. 
Then there exists a solution to the GVI(T, K). 
PROOF. Let A be the family of all finite-dimensional subspaces of E meeting K. For each M E A, 
by Theorem 1.1, there exists a point (xM, fM) E (K N M) × E* such that fM E T(XM) and 
(fM, XM -- y) ~_ O, for all y E K A M. (1) 
For each M E A, put 
f~M = {(xv, fv )  : V E A, 3/1 C V}. 
Since the family {12M} has the finite intersection property and K x T(K)  w is weakly compact 
in E x E*, it follows that NMeA ~---~w ~ 0. Let (3~, ]) E NMeA f~MW" We claim that (&, ]) is a 
solution to the GVI(T, K). Let y E K, and let M E A such that &, y E M. Since (~, z)) E f ]~ 
and E × E* is reflexive, there exists a sequence (Mn} in A such that the sequence {(XM,,, fMn)} 
is weakly convergent to (~, ]) and M C Mn for all n E N (see [12, p. 93]). From now on, we put 
xn = XM~ and f,~ = fM~. By (1), we have that (fn, xn - &) _< 0, for all n E N. It follows that 
limsup(f~,x~) = limsup(fn, x,~- &)+ lim (f~,&) <_ (],~). 
Since T has the (S)~_ property, this implies that the sequence {xn} has a subsequence norm 
converging to ~. Of course, we can suppose that the whole sequence {xn} is norm converging 
to ~. By Theorem 6 in [13, p. 112], the graph of T is closed, hence ] E T(~). Again by (1), we 
have 
(f , ,  x ,  - y) < 0, for all n E N. 
Thus, we have 
0 > l imsup(fn,Xn - y) = l imsup(fn,Xn - J:) + lim ( fn ,~-  y) = (] ,~ - y), 
n ~ (:X) ?2-- -+00 n --'~ 00  
since limn~oo(f~, x~ - ~) = 0. This completes the proof. I 
As mentioned in the Introduction, Theorem 3.1 reduces to Theorem 1.1 if K is compact. 
Moreover, it gives us the following corollary, in which the values of the multifunction T can be 
unbounded. 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let K be a nonempty, convex and weakly compact subset of the real reflexive 
Banach space E. Let T be a multifunction from K into E* such that: 
(i) for each x E K, T(x) is a nonempty convex subset of E* ; 
(ii) T satisfies condition (S)1+; 
(iii) the graph of T is closed in K x E*. 
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Further, assume that there exists a nonempty bounded closed convex set H C_ E* such that 
T(x) M H ~ 0 for a11 x E K.  
Then there exists a solution to the GVI(T, K). 
PROOF. To complete the proof, it suffices to consider the multifunction To(x) = T(x) M H and 
then apply Theorem 3.1. l 
4. UNBOUNDED REGIONS 
In this section, we employ Theorem 3.1 to give some existence results for the generalized 
variational inequality problem over sets which are not necessarily bounded. In the sequel, we 
shall say that a multifunction T from K into E* is bounded if T(B)  is bounded for every bounded 
set B c_ K. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let K be a nonempty, dosed, and convex subset of the real, reflex/ve Banach 
space E. Let T be an upper semicontinuous multifunction from K into E* such that: 
(i) for each x E K, T(x) is a nonempty, closed, convex subset of E*; 
(ii) T is bounded and satisfies condition (S)1+; 
Moreover, suppose that there exists a nonempty, bounded, closed convex set D c_ K satisfying 
the following condition: 
(iii) for each x E K \ D, and for each f E T(x), one has 
sup (f, x - y) > 0. 
yED 
Then GVI(T, K)  admits at least one solution belonging to D x E*. 
PROOF. Let {Xn} be a nondecreasing sequence of bounded, closed, convex subsets of E such 
that D C_ X1 and UxeN Xn = K. For each n E N, by Theorem 3.1, there exist Xn E Xn and 
fn E T(x~) such that 
<fn, Zn -- y) <_ O, for all y E Xn. (2) 
By (iii), the sequence {xn} lies in D. Thus, by well-known facts, there exists a subsequence, still 
denoted by {xn}, weakly converging to a point ~ E D. Since the set T(D) is bounded, we may 
suppose that the sequence {fn} weakly converges to a point f .  Reasoning as in the last part of 
the proof of Theorem 3.1, it is not difficult to see that (5, f)  is a solution to the GVI(T, K). | 
If the set D has nonempty relative interior in K, then the strict inequality in condition (iii) of 
Theorem 4.1 can be weakened as the following result shows. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let K be a nonempty, closed, and convex subset of the real, reflex/ve Banach 
space E. Let T be an upper semicontinuous multifunction from K into E* such that: 
(i) for each x E K, T(x) is a nonempty, closed, convex subset orE*; 
(ii) T is bounded and satisfies condition (S)1+. 
Moreover, suppose that there exists a weakly compact, convex subset D of K satisfying the 
following condition: 
(iii) intl,:(D) ~ 0 and for each x E OK(D), f E T(x), there exists y E intK(D) such that 
( f ,  z - y)  >_ o. 
Then GVI(T, K)  admits at least one solution belonging to D x E*. 
PROOF. By Theorem 3.1, there exist ~ E D, ] E T(~) such that 
(f, ~ - u / < 0, for all u e D. (3) 
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We distinguish two cases: 
CASE (a). :~ E intK(D). Then, for each z E K \ D, we can choose a positive, real number A such 
that ~ + A(z - 5) E D. Therefore, by (3), we have (], ~ - z) _< 0. 
CASE (b). ~ E OK(D). By (iii), there exists y E intK(D) such that ( ] ,~ - y) > 0. Therefore, 
by (3), we have ( f ,2 -  y) = 0. Let z E K \ D be arbitrary. Choose ), E]0,1[ such that 
Az + (1 - A) y E D. Again, by (3), we have 
0 > ( / ,& -  (Az + (1 - A)y)) = i ( / ,~-  z) + (1 - A ) ( / ,& -  y) = A( / ,~-  z). 
This completes the proof, l 
The following result is an application of Theorem 4.1. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let K be a nonempty, closed, and convex subset of the real reflexive Banach 
space E. Let T be an upper semicontinuous multifunction from K into E* such that: 
(i) for each x E K, T(x) is a nonempty closed convex subset orE*; 
(ii) T is bounded and satisfies condition (S)1+ ;
(iii) there exists a point Yo E K such that 
lira inf min (f, x - Y0) > O. 
xeK, Ilxll ~--,oo lET(x) 
Then there exists a solution for the GVI( K, T). 
PROOF. Fix p > 0 such that [[Y0[[E < P and minfeT(z)(f ,x - Yo) > 0, for all x E K, with 
HxI[E > P. Putting D = Bp M K, by Theorem 4.1 our conclusion follows. I 
5. APPL ICAT ION TO NONLINEAR INEQUAL IT IES  
In this section, we are interested in the following nonlinear inequality problem: find ~ E K and 
] E T(&) such that 
( / -  w, x - ~c) >_ h(&.) - h(x), for all x E K, (4) 
where K is a nonempty, closed, convex subset of a real, reflexive Banach space E, T is a mul- 
tifunction from K into E*, h is a (single-valued) function from K into ] - co, +co[, and w is a 
fixed element in E*. We have the following observations: 
(i) If h - 0 on K and w -- 0, then (4) becomes the GVI(T, K). 
(ii) If w -- 0 and T - {0} on K, then (4) becomes a minimization problem. 
(iii) If K = E and h =_ 0 on E, then (4) becomes an equation problem for multifunctions. 
In short, the problem (4) is a unification of calculus of variations, generalized variational inequali- 
ties and equation problems for multifunctions. By employing Theorem 4.1, we have the following 
existence result for the problem (4). 
THEOREM 5.1. Let K be a nonempty, closed, convex subset of the real, reflexive Banach space E. 
Let T be an upper semicontinuous multifunction from K into E*, h being a (single-valued) 
function from K into ] - co, +co[, such that: 
(i) for each x E K, T(x) is a nonempty closed convex subset of E*; 
(ii) T is bounded and satisfies condition (S)1+; 
(iii) h is convex and lower semicontinuous. 
Moreover, assume that 
lim min (f' x) + h(x) = +co. 
xcK,II~ll,~-~oo SeT(x) IIXlIE 
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Then, for each w 6 E*, there exist & 6 K, ] E T(&), such that 
</-  w,  x - ~> > h(~)  - h (x ) ,  ~o~ ~11 ~ e K .  
PROOF. Without loss of generality, we may assume h(0) = 0. Fix w E E*. Let X = E x R, with 
norm [[(x,a)l[x = [[X[[E + [a[. Then X* = E* x R, where the usual pairing between X and X*, 
still denoted by (., .), is 
<(/,/~), (x, ~)> = <:, x> + ~,  • E E, f E E*, ~,/~ E •. 
Let K1 be the epigraph of h, i.e., 
K1 = {(x, ~) E X : ~ e K, h(x) < ~}. 
Since h is convex and lower semicontinuous, K1 is a closed, convex subset of X. Let G be the 
multifunction from K1 into X* defined by putting 
G(x, a) = (T(x) x {0}) - (w, -1)  = {(f  - w, 1): f E T(x)}, for all (x, ~) E E l .  
As can be easily verified, G is a nonempty, closed and convex valued upper semicontinuous 
multifunction (of course, X* being considered with its weak topology). Moreover, G is bounded 
and satisfies condition (S)~_. Fix M > 0 such that 
rain ( f 'x)  + h(x) > [[W[[E*, for all x E K, with [[X[[E > M. (5) 
s~r(~) IIxlIE 
Since T is bounded, there exists L > 0 such that 
[[f[[E* _< L, for all S E T(x), with [[X][E ~ M. (6) 
Let D = {(x,a) E K1 : [[(x,a)[[x <_ M(1 + [[w[[E. + L)}. Of course, V is a closed convex and 
bounded subset of K1 containing the origin of X. Let (2, &) E K \ D, and let S E G(2, (~). Let 
us show that 
<S, (~,~)) > 0. 
Let ] E T(2) be such that S = ( f -  w, 1). If ~ > (w - f ,  2), our conclusion follows. Thus, we may 
suppose that & <: (w - f ,~).  We claim that [12lIE > M. On the contrary, suppose []5:[[E _~ M. 
By (6), we have 
[](~,(~)][x -< U + [&[ _< M + ][w - ]lIE* [[X[[E <-- M + ([[W[[E- + i ) i ,  
against he fact (2, ~) ~ D. Thus, by (5), we have 
(s, (2,~)> = ($ -  ~,2)  + ~ > (L~} - II~IIE'II211E + h(~) > 0. 
By Theorem 4.1, there exist (~, &) E K1 and ] E T(~) such that 
((]  - w, 1), (~, &) - (x, a)) < 0, for all (x, a) E K1. 
Hence, we have 
( ] -w ,&-x}+h(&) -a_<( ] -w,&-x}+&-a_<0,  for a l l (x ,a )  EK1. 
As (x, h(x)) E K1, for all x E K, we then have 
(] - w, 2c - x} < h(x) - h(~c), for all x E K. 
This completes the proof. I 
REMARK. When w = 0 and T = {0} on K, Theorem 5.1 gives back a classical well-known result. 
That is, a lower semicontinuous, convex, coercive, real function on a closed, convex subset of a 
real, reflexive Banach space has a minimum. 
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6. THE GENERALIZED COMPLEMENTARITY  PROBLEM 
Let K be a closed, convex cone of a real Banach space E, and let K* be the dual of K,  that 
is the set K* = {f E E* : (f, x) _> 0, for all x E K}. It is easy to see that K* is a closed, convex 
cone of E*. Let T be a multifunction from K into E*. As known, the generalized complementarity 
problem associated with T and K (briefly, GCP(T, K)) is to find (~, ]) E K x E* such that 
]ET(~)AK*  and (],3~) =0.  
The GCP(T, K), as formulated above, was introduced by Luna [14] as an extension to multivalued 
maps of the generalized complementarity problem as formulated by Karamardian in [15] (see 
also [16]). 
In this section, we shall obtain some existence results for GCP(T, K) by using existence results 
obtained in the previous ections. The key tool will be the following lemma, well-known but not 
explicitly stated before, which extends in a natural way Lemma 3.1 of [15]. The proof follows the 
one of [15] with the obvious modifications, thus it will be omitted. 
LEMMA 6.1. Let E, K, T be as in the beginning of this section. Then a point (~:, Y) E K x E* 
solves GCP(T, K)  iff it solves GVI(T, K). 
By using Lemma 6.1 and Theorems 4.1-4.3 the following results follow at once. 
THEOREM 6.2. Let K be a closed convex cone in the real, reflex/ve Banach space E. Let T be 
an upper semicontinuous multifunction from K into E* such that: 
(i) for each x E K, T(x) is a nonempty, closed, convex subset orE*; 
S i (ii) T is bounded and satisfies condition ( )+. 
Moreover, suppose that there exists a nonempty, bounded, closed, convex set D c_ K satisfying 
the following condition: 
(iii) for each x E K \ D, and for each f E T(x), one has 
sup(f ,x - y) :> 0. 
yED 
Then GCP(T, K)  admits at least one solution belonging to D x E*. 
THEOREM 6.3. Let K be a closed, convex cone in the real, reflexive Banach space E. Let T be 
an upper semicontinuous multifunction from K into E* such that: 
(i) for each x E K, T(x) is a nonempty, closed convex subset orE*; 
(ii) T is bounded and satisfies condition (s)i+. 
Moreover, suppose that there exists a weakly compact convex subset D of K satisfying the 
following condition: 
(iii) intK(D) • 0 and for each x E OK(D), f E T(x), there exists y E int/~(D) such that 
<f, x - y) > o. 
Then GCP(T, K)  admits at/east one solution belonging to D x E*. 
THEOREM 6.4. Let K be a closed, convex cone in the real, reflexive Banach space E. Let T be 
an upper semicontinuous multifunction from K into E* such that: 
(i) for each x E K, T(x) is a nonempty closed convex subset of E* ; 
(ii) T is bounded and satisfies condition (s)i+ ; 
(iii) there exists a point Yo E K such that 
liminf rain ( f ,x  -Yo l  > O. 
xEK, IIxIIE,-"*oo IET(x) 
Then there exists a solution for the GCP(T, K). 
We note that some existence results for the problem GCP(T, K) for monotone multifunctions 
have been obtained by Luna [14] and Shih and Tan [7]. 
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